See our sheds
in a whole
new way

AUGMENTED REALITY
TRIGGER BROCHURE

www.ranbuild.com.au

Experience Ranbuild
Augmented Reality!
1.

Scan the QR code on the right, or
search ‘ranbuild’ and install the
app on your mobile device.

2.

Open the app and from the main
page tap the ‘launch’ button.

3.

When the camera view is
displayed, point your device
at any of the sheds in this
brochure and enjoy the
Ranbuild AR Experience!

LAUNCH

AR-BARN

1. Barn

All our barns can be modified or custom designed
and are finished in genuine COLORBOND® cladding,
with your choice of sheet profile, and all feature our
modular C section portal frame design for infinite
design flexibility and strength.

Unlike fabric covers that allow some penetration of
harmful UV rays, Ranbuild’s ‘Schoolmaster’ designs
provides solid shade and maximum shelter from the sun
and rain. Schoolmaster covered outdoor learning areas
(COLAs) come in a wide range of shapes and sizes with
models suitable for small lunch areas or large playgrounds.

AR-COLA

2. Covered Learning Area (COLA)

AR-DGWA

3. Double Garage with Awning

Ranbuild have your residential shed needs covered,
whether you’re looking for a storage shed, a garage for
your vehicle or boat, a secure workshop for your tools or a
garden shed for your valuable equipment. The perfect size
to fit 2 cars or a combination of a car and a workshop on
the side, a double garage won’t take up your entire yard
and is an economical size for the much need extra space.

Big or small, the range and configuration of garages in
almost limitless. From a simple single garage or double
garage through to multi bay or larger units, the size and
scale of a garage is only limited by the amount of ‘things’
you need it for.

AR-L4BW

4. Large 4 Bay Workshop

AR-DSTG

5. Double Skillion Triple Garage

Ranbuild’s double skillion shed with eaves is the perfect
accompaniment to any architectural house, matched
perfectly with eave overhangs on both the side and
fronts you’ll be glad you went to Ranbuild. When finished
in beautiful COLORBOND® Custom Orb to enhance your
property it also has a great range of uses too.

The Ranbuild carport range is a great product to protect
your assets from the elements. Whether that is a skillion
carport to suit your existing buildings or a gable carport
with infills to match, you can be assured the Ranbuild
carport range will do the job you need it to.

AR-DCAR

6. Double Carport

AR-HAYS

7. Hay Shed

Ranbuild hay sheds can be open or partially enclosed
with flexibility in clear spans and gable roof height to
give maximum storage capacity. Strong and tough, our
hay and fodder storage solutions are all engineered
exactly for the purpose so you get a long-life product.

The key to Ranbuild Commercial buildings efficiency is
the combination of the design program, manufacturing of
the modular pieces and seamless delivery of a quality and
durable solution. Our advanced design technology can cost
effectively create designs that allow buildings with spans
up to 40m across in cold form design and even larger
using other building methods.

AR-INDS

8. Industrial Shed

AR-OEMS

9. Open Ended Machinery Shed

With the total flexibility to adjust spans, length, height
and the numbers of bays you need, we offer exceptional
quality farm sheds that can be fully customised.
Ranbuild’s flexible designs can offer protection for
all your general storage needs, regardless of the size,
location or regulations.

Needing just a little extra space? Then look no further
than our single garage range, a perfect fit for much
needed storage that you just don’t have room in the
house anymore. Single garages are a great value add
to any property and are sure to add dollars to your
pocket when it’s time to sell!

AR-SING

10. Single Garage

AR-SGWO

11. Skillion Garage with Office

Ranbuild’s double skillion shed with eaves is the perfect
accompaniment to any architectural house, matched
perfectly with eave overhangs on both the side and
fronts you’ll be glad you went to Ranbuild. When finished
in beautiful COLORBOND® Custom Orb to enhance
your property it also has a great range of uses too.

Ranbuild’s storage sheds can be used across a wide
range of applications. With options for roller doors, sliding
doors, steel partition walls, windows, skylights and internal
insulation the choices are endless. Ranbuild’s flexible
designs can offer protection for all your general storage
needs, regardless of the size, location or regulations.

AR-STOR

12. Storage Shed

Ranbuild and COLORBOND steel
®

Ranbuild sheds and garages uses
genuine COLORBOND® steel for all
our steel buildings. Fifty years of
Australian research and development
has created a range of technologies
that give genuine COLORBOND®
steel its long lasting performance
when subjected to some of the

harshest Australian conditions.
COLORBOND® steel is available in a
range of 22 contemporary colours,
which celebrate the natural beauty
of the Australian landscape. From
our mountains to the outback,
from our creek beds to our sand
dunes, COLORBOND® steel captures

www.ranbuild.com.au/about/colorbond/

the light and energy that make
Australia’s colours so unique. With
22 inspired colour choices ranging
from traditional to contemporary,
COLORBOND® steel provides the
ideal palette from which to create
the desired look and feel for your
Ranbuild Shed.

Download the App on the
iTunes and Google Play Stores.
Search ‘Ranbuild AR’

www.ranbuild.com.au

CALL NOW: 1300 726 284

